
Dallas Group Health Insurance Recipients Will
See Enrollments Spike With Latest CMS Hire

Dallas group health insurance

Rick Thornton, a Dallas group health

insurance agent, says that officials are

excited on Biden CMS Pick Chiquita

Brooks-LaSure to lead tCMS.

DALLAS, TEXAS, USA, March 19, 2021

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Dallas group

health insurance and the people who

have it could see sweeping changes for

the better. President Biden just made a

big hire for the Centers for Medicare

and Medicaid Services. Four people

who spoke anonymously to The

Washington Post say Chiquita Brooks-LaSure has been hand-picked to lead the $1 trillion agency.

One of Brooks-LaSure’s first orders of business will be to rid the organization of policies enacted

by the previous administration.

Rick Thornton, a health

insurance agent in Dallas,

says, "Biden's pick of the

first Black woman to lead

CMS is another sign of

promising healthcare

changes ahead".”

Rick Thornton

According to Essence Magazine, Brooks-LaSure would likely

do away with a rule that allows states to set their own work

requirements for Medicaid recipients. Brooks-LaSure also

will be expected to focus on growing enrollment for the

Affordable Care Act to offset the growing number of

uninsured Americans who cannot afford coverage,

including those who would like to have small group health

insurance in Dallas. In a statement, Brooks-LaSure said

“the biggest coverage gap exposed (and exacerbated) by

the COVID-19 crisis is that many U.S. residents are not

enrolled in affordable, comprehensive health coverage that will cover COVID-19 testing and

services and other health care costs.”

The coronavirus has claimed more than 525,000 American lives and left others searching for

affordable healthcare. Rick Thornton, a health insurance agent who sells small business health

insurance in Dallas, says Brooks-LaSure’s hiring is a big deal — and in a good way. Her

appointment by the Senate would make history as she’d become the first Black woman to serve
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in the second-most powerful position

in the Department of Health and

Human Services. It would also put

someone who clearly has an eye on the

health and safety of all Americans at

the forefront of making some very-

important decisions. Thornton added

that those who have or who are

interested in small group health

insurance in Dallas should pay

attention to Brooks-LaSure’s moves in

the weeks and months after her

appointment.

Insurance4Dallas, (I4D), helps insure all

of Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Arizona,

Louisiana, New Mexico, Alabama,

Virginia and Florida. Insurance4Dallas

provides consumers with detailed

information on health insurance with

the ability to purchase health

insurance online. Insurance4Dallas

provides a full spectrum of health,

dental, vision, life and ancillary

insurance products, providing a diverse

selection of price and benefit options

complemented by personal customer

service. Available via phone, email or

fax, Insurance4Dallas answers

consumer questions throughout the

purchasing process and during the

utilization of its health insurance

policies.  
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